
How to Trade Forex



How to Trade Forex
What was once the sole domain of few high net-worth individuals has 
become available to all in the last decades, thanks in part to online 
trading platforms. Today, you are able to execute buy and sell orders 
yourself in a fraction of a second using computerized trading services. 
And millions of people trade on the forex market daily. So just how is 
forex trading done? Here are some of the basics.
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You trade currencies in pairs
All currencies are traded in pairs and each currency has an official 
abbreviation. For example GBP stands for British pound, USD for US 
dollar and EUR for the euro. The ‘base currency’ is the first currency in 
the pair and the ‘quote currency’ is the second currency. These are 
commonly referred to as the bid and ask price.

Price differences create trading opportunities
You can trade currencies because the values of currencies change. 
The exchange rate tells you how much of one currency you need to 
pay to buy one unit of another. In forex trading, exchange rates are 
displayed as the bid and ask price for a currency pair. The difference 
between the bid and the ask price is known as the spread and it's 
how your broker generates much of its revenue.

Spreads can vary from broker to broker, so look out for tight spreads 
when choosing a broker to trade with.



Know what’s behind the spread
It’s important for you to understand how spreads are measured. For 
example, if GBPUSD has a bid price of 1.55310 and an ask price of 
1.55313, the spread is 0.3 pips.

Take a look at the spreads FXPesa offers on its different account types. 

You can trade in bullish and bearish markets
When you trade forex, you’re buying one currency and selling another 
at the same time, which means you can speculate on rising and falling 
markets.

This is one of the major advantages of forex trading.You are likely to 
hear forex traders talk about bullish and bearish markets. When a 
market is rising or believed to be about to rise we call it ‘bullish’; when 
it’s falling or believed to be about to fall, it’s called ‘bearish’.
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First of all, consider whether the currency you wish to trade is likely to rise or fall. This forms 
the basis of your trading strategy.

In a buy position, you believe that the value of the base currency, in our example the Euro, will 
rise against the quote currency, the US dollar. 

Let’s assume the price of the EURUSD is 1.30722 on the bid price and 1.30742 on the ask 
price. Therefore, the spread is two pips. When you buy, your trade is entered at the ask price of 
1.30742.

Later you decide to close your trade and the bid price of the EURUSD pair is 1.30762 and the 
ask price is 1.30742. Your trade has gained 2 pips. If each pip were worth one US dollar, you 
would have made a 2USD profit.

Now let's bring the same example and see what happens with a sell position. You believe that 
the value of the base currency will fall against the quote currency. Using the same example, 
this means you believe the price of the Euro will weaken against the US dollar.

The current value of the EURUSD pair is 1.30742 on the bid price and 1.30762 on the ask price. 
As you’re selling, your trade is entered at the bid price of 1.30742.

Later in the day, you look at the position and the EURUSD is now at 1.30702 on the bid price 
and 1.30722 on the ask price. You decide to close your position at the current price of 
1.30722. Your trade has gained 2 pips. If each pip were worth one US dollar, you would have 
made a 2USD profit.

You can practice making such trades with a risk-free demo account. Open one right now and 
see how the above scenario works for yourself.
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How you can place your first trade

Know the Risks
Trading forex can make you a fortune. However, it's easier to lose that 
fortune. The inevitable flip side to promised riches is that you can all 
too easily lose much more than your invested capital, so be wary. To 
become a successful trader, it is crucial that you understand all the 
risks involved and apply risk management practices to your 
investment portfolio, study trading tools and understand the theory 
behind them and the daily reports that drive market shifts

.If you’ve read this far and are still interested, follow these steps to 
begin your trading journey.
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1. Study trading and how to use trading
platforms.

Learning to trade begins with education. Reading the news and 
financial websites, watching investing courses and attending 
seminars are all excellent ways to have important research knowledge 
and awareness before diving into any trading risk. FXPesa provides 
you with the necessary educational materials and knowledge base to 
be a more informed trader.

Why take time to research? Keep in mind that trading is a mental 
game. Your emotions are your worst enemy here. There exists such 
phenomenon as “confirmation bias,” defined as having ‘the tendency 
to search for, interpret, prefer, and recall information in a way that 
confirms one’s beliefs or hypotheses whilst giving disproportionately 
less attention to information that contradicts it.

In the trading world, this means you see a pattern and quickly make 
decisions ignoring the relevant information. Meanwhile, you should be 
doing the direct opposite. Trading is %90 mental and %10 skill. Learn 
to manage risk and trade unemotionally through studying and 
practicing your trading skills.

2.Choose a reliable trading platform
When opting for this or that trading platform, keep an eye on their 
performance and technology. Apart from free educational materials 
and guidance tips, online platforms must first of all deliver market 
execution and reliable trading tools. Now that a fraction of a second is 
decisive, you cannot ignore the importance of speed and 
round-the-clock customer support

FXPesa uses the MetaTrader 4 platform, which allows for diversified 
offerings and provides clients with state-of-the-art trading tools, 
among many other advantages. Take a look at the platform benefits 
for yourself.
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3. Open a demo trading account
You can read and gather information. However, it is not a substitute 
for experience. If you want to be a serious trader, trading forex should 
be treated like a job. Like any job, it requires constant training, ongoing 
development and skills practice.

A zero-risk way to practice your skills is to open a demo account. 
FXPesa offers free demo accounts and educational materials, so 
make full use of them.

4. Diversify your trading investments.
The role of diversification is to reduce and/or manage risk rather than 
to boost performance. By setting a level of risk that you can manage, 
based on your goals, short or long-term outlook and tolerance for 
market volatility, a diversified portfolio has the best chance of 
achieving your aims. It needs to match your own personal goals, 
objectives and attitude to risk.

Reducing risks and smart trading is what you need to always keep in 
mind. Always trade with only that which you are prepared to lose. 
Never trade with money that you need for your life expenses, rather 
set aside an amount that is “play money,” and resist the temptation to 
invest more than you can bear to lose, even if you’re “winning.”



Irrationality is the enemy of trading. Before opening and trading on a live account, specify your 
short-term and long-term goals and consider ways to achieve them by setting clear limits.

Include in your plan the following recommendations:
• Invest only money that you can afford to lose. Make intelligent decisions about what you 
caneasily afford to invest, and begin slowly.

• Set aside the time to research. Check statistics and daily news so you keep abreast of 
thedevelopments around the world which could ultimately affect the world of investment 
markets.

• Do not give in to fear. Trading is a long-term investment and requires patience and 
persever-ance.

• Watch and learn. Find experienced traders who have a style similar to yours and learn 
abouttheir strategies and techniques.

• Act smart. Your long-term future is more important than your short-term desire to get 
richovernight.

If all of this sounds exciting to you and you’d like to try it out for yourself, open a risk-free 
demo account, and as we’ve learned – practice, practice, and practice! Any broker that’s worth 
trading with is interested in your success, so continue reading our education materials to learn 
the fundamentals of successful trading.
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5.Develop trading strategies



Margined Forex and CFD trading are leveraged products and can result in losses that exceed 
deposits. The value of your contract can fall as well as rise, which could result in receiving back 

less than you originally deposited. Please ensure you understand the risks and be sure to 
manage your risk exposure effectively. FXPesa does not provide any investment advice.
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The information on this website is not directed at residents of the United States and Japan and 
is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any country or jurisdiction where 

such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. Telephone calls and online 
chat conversations may be recorded and monitored.

Any analysis, opinion, commentary or research-based material on our website is for information 
and educational purposes only and is not, in any circumstances, intended to be an offer, 

recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell. You should always seek independent advice as to 
your suitability to speculate in any related markets and your ability to assume the associated 

risks, if you are at all unsure.
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